1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is a clinical condition that is often seen as an intermediate stage between normal aging and Alzheimer\'s disease (AD). MCI patients show a cognitive decline that is not severe enough to be classified as dementia. However, they have a higher conversion rate to dementia than their age-matched controls, particularly of the Alzheimer type (10--15% annually for MCIs versus 1--4% for controls) ([@ref43]; [@ref42]). Over the past few years a lot of attention has been given to this MCI stage, as a deeper understanding of its pathological basis could help understand or delay AD.

The pathophysiology of AD involves the Default Mode Network (DMN). This network was first introduced in [@bb2000]. and has garnered increasing attention from the neuroscience and neurology communities ever since (for a review, see [@ref50]). It is highly active during an idle state, it deactivates during task performance, and it includes brain regions such as the precuneus, posterior and anterior cingulate, and the inferior parietal cortex ([@ref12]; [@ref19]; [@ref47]). The precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex have been found to be relevant in AD as they show decreased metabolic activity ([@ref36]) and accumulate beta-amyloid plaques at an early stage in the disease ([@ref38]). DMN alterations such as decreased activity and connectivity have been reported in AD and MCI ([@ref1]; [@ref20]; [@ref29]; [@ref45]; [@ref49]; [@ref56]). Furthermore, these alterations were found to be related to the severity of the disease and its progression ([@ref9]; [@ref44]).

To date, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is the most widespread technique used to explore the DMN in MCI or AD. Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI signals measure hemodynamic responses to neuronal activity with great spatial resolution and have led to the discovery of multiple resting state networks, including the DMN. Other imaging modalities can also provide insight into DMN integrity in MCI: structural MRI reveals brain atrophy; Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) reconstructs white matter tracts; Positron Emission Tomography (PET) detects metabolic activity or beta-amyloid plaques and magnetoencephalography/electroencephalography (MEG/EEG) measures magnetic/electric fields generated by neural currents. Based on this fact, researchers have combined fMRI (often controlling for brain atrophy with T1-weighted structural MRI) with other neuroimaging modalities such as PET ([@ref23]; [@ref54]; [@ref57]) and DTI ([@ref62]), or DTI with PET ([@ref7]) to investigate DMN functional and structural connectivity impairment in AD and MCI.

While fMRI and PET give an indirect estimation of neural activity, EEG and MEG are direct measures of neural firing. Therefore, these neurophysiological techniques enable us to gain a better understanding of the time--frequency dynamics of the DMN, providing us with useful information as to how its regions are connected at different frequency bands. Complementary structural information about DMN connectivity is given by DTI, as it enables the modeling of the white matter connections that support the network. Using this technique, we can compute direct or weighted structural connectivity measures that estimate the number of tracts connecting two regions and the integrity of anatomical connections, respectively. However, thus far, the combination of MEG and DTI has not been used to unravel DMN abnormalities in MCI. In this study, we investigated the DMN in MCI patients compared to age-matched controls using resting-state MEG and DTI data to extract both functional and structural networks. The purpose of the study was to determine the functional connections that were altered in MCI relative to controls at different frequency bands, and how this relates to the underlying structural network. For that, source space MEG functional connectivity (FC) was computed and two different structural connectivity (SC) measures were used to evaluate whether the amount of tracts or their integrity influences the organization of the functional networks. Our initial hypothesis is that both functional and structural connections will be significantly impaired in MCI patients and there will be a strong correlation between functional and structural connectivity abnormalities.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Subjects {#sec2.1}
-------------

This study included 26 patients with a diagnosis of amnestic-MCI and 31 age-matched controls. MCI patients were diagnosed by clinical experts. Criteria for MCI included: (1) memory complaint confirmed by an informant, (2) normal cognitive function, (3) none or minimal impairment in activities of daily life, (4) abnormal memory function, and (5) not being sufficiently impaired to meet the criteria for dementia ([@ref21]). [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes the subject\'s characteristics.

Additionally, all participants were in good health and had no history of psychiatric or other neurological disorders (other than MCI). They underwent an MRI brain scan to rule out infection, infarction or focal lesions. Meeting any of the following conditions was considered an exclusion criterion: Hachinski score ([@ref51]) higher than 4, Geriatric Depression Scale score ([@ref63]) higher than 14, chronic use of anxiolytics, neuroleptics, narcotics, anticonvulsants, or sedative--hypnotics or a history of alcoholism. MCI patients underwent medical tests to rule out possible causes of cognitive decline such as B12 vitamin deficiency, thyroid problems, syphilis, or HIV. The investigation was approved by the local Ethics Committee.

2.2. MEG acquisition {#sec2.2}
--------------------

Three-minute MEG resting-state recordings were acquired at the Center for Biomedical Technology (Madrid, Spain) using an Elekta Vectorview system with 306 sensors (102 magnetometers and 204 planar gradiometers), inside a magnetically shielded room (Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau, Germany). During the measurements, subjects sat with their eyes closed and were instructed to remain calm and move as little as possible. A Fastrak Polhemus system digitized each subject\'s head and four coils were attached to the forehead and mastoids, so that the head position with respect to the MEG helmet was continuously determined. Activity in electrooculogram channels was also recorded to keep track of ocular artifacts.

Signals were sampled at 1000 Hz with an online filter of bandwidth 0.1--300 Hz. Maxfilter software (version 2.2, Elekta Neuromag) was used to remove external noise with the temporal extension of the signal space separation (tsss) method with movement compensation ([@ref59]).

2.3. MRI acquisition {#sec2.3}
--------------------

3D T1 weighted anatomical brain MRI scans were collected with a General Electric 1.5 T magnetic resonance scanner, using a high-resolution antenna and a homogenization PURE filter (Fast Spoiled Gradient Echo (FSPGR) sequence with parameters: TR/TE/TI = 11.2/4.2/450 ms; flip angle 12°; 1 mm slice thickness, a 256 × 256 matrix and FOV 25 cm). For MEG source analysis, the reference system of the T1 volumes was transformed manually using 3 fiducial points and head shape, until a good match between MEG and T1 coordinates was reached. Diffusion weighted images (DWI) were acquired with a single shot echo planar imaging sequence with the following parameters: TE/TR 96.1/12,000 ms; NEX 3 for increasing the SNR; 2.4 mm slice thickness, 128 × 128 matrix and 30.7 cm FOV yielding an isotropic voxel of 2.4 mm; 1 image with no diffusion sensitization (i.e., T2-weighted b~0~ images) and 25 DWI (*b* = 900 s/mm^2^).

2.4. Definition of the Regions of Interest {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------

For this bimodal connectivity analysis, we defined Regions of Interest (ROIs) in the individual\'s structural T1 volume using the Freesurfer (version 5.1.0) cortical parcellation in 66 regions ([@ref14]), such as in [@ref22] and [@ref25]). We selected four ROIs per hemisphere, which are the most common brain structures included in the DMN ([@ref12]; [@ref19]; [@ref47]): precuneus (lPr and rPr), anterior cingulate (lAC and rAC), posterior cingulate (lPC and rPC) and inferior parietal (lIP and rIP).

2.5. MEG functional connectivity (FC) {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------

MEG preprocessing and source reconstruction were performed with FieldTrip software ([@ref41]).

### 2.5.1. MEG source reconstruction {#sec2.5.1}

First, ocular, jump and muscular artifacts were identified and located in the 3 minute resting state recordings. Then, the continuous resting time-series were segmented into artifact-free segments of 4 s. All subjects had a minimum of 16 artifact-free segments (control: (27.5 ± 5.9), MCI: (27.2 ± 6.1)). Data was filtered in the 1--45 Hz band for spectral analysis and in delta (2--4 Hz), theta (4--8 Hz), alpha (8--12 Hz), low beta (12--20 Hz), high beta (20--30 Hz) and gamma (30--45 Hz) bands and for the functional connectivity analysis. To do so while avoiding edge effects, the continuous 3 minute data was first filtered with a finite impulse response filter of order 1000, and then the artifact-free segments were extracted for further analysis.

Source locations were defined in the subject\'s space using the cortical segmentation produced by Freesurfer. A regular mesh of points with 1 cm spacing was created inside each ROI. The number of source locations depended on individual\'s data (control: (124 ± 14), MCI: (118 ± 15)). The forward model was solved with a realistic single-shell model ([@ref40]).

Source reconstruction was performed with Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance beamformer ([@ref60]) separately for each frequency band. For each subject, the average covariance matrix over all trials was used to compute the spatial filter\'s coefficients, and then these coefficients were applied to individual trials, obtaining a time series per segment and source location. To avoid mixing MEG sensors with different sensitivities or resorting to scaling, only magnetometers were used for this source reconstruction step. We must note, however, that gradiometer information is indirectly present as both magnetometers and gradiometers were used in the tsss filtering.

### 2.5.2. Preliminary power spectrum analysis {#sec2.5.2}

The goal of this work was to study functional connectivity in classical frequency bands, defined with fixed frequency limits (see Subsection [2.5.1](#sec2.5.1){ref-type="sec"}). Prior to that, we tested if power spectrum was altered in the MCI sample in these frequency bands. Power spectra were obtained from the time series via a multitaper method with discrete prolate spheroidal sequences as tapers and 1 Hz smoothing for frequencies between 2 and 45 Hz, with a 0.25 Hz step. The average spectra over trials was used and normalized with the sum of the spectral power in the range \[2--45\] Hz. Then, an average power spectrum per ROI and subject was obtained. Power was averaged per frequency band and Mann--Whitney tests were performed to compare power values between controls and MCIs. Alpha peaks were computed as in [@ref18]) to evaluate a possible slowing of the spectra.

### 2.5.3. Functional connectivity {#sec2.5.3}

Functional connectivity (FC) was obtained from the source reconstruction with the amplitude correlation method ([@ref10]). For this, the amplitude of the bandpass filtered time series was extracted with Hilbert transforms and correlation coefficients between the amplitude of all source locations were computed. Then, connectivity values were averaged over links connecting the same ROIs, producing an average 8 × 8 connectivity matrix per subject. Additionally, we calculated the correlation between beamformer weights in both groups in order to have an estimate of volume conduction.

2.6. Structural connectivity (SC) {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------

Diffusion weighted images were pre-processed with FMRIB\'s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT) ([[http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FslOverview/]{.ul}](http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/fsloverview/){#interref1}). Pre-processing consisted of eddy-current correction, motion correction and removal of non-brain tissue using the robust Brain Extraction Tool ([@ref55]).

Diffusion Toolkit (DTK --- [[http://www.trackvis.org]{.ul}](http://www.trackvis.org){#interref2}) was used to fit the diffusion tensor model. We used tensorline tractography ([@ref33]) to estimate the fiber tracts between the selected ROIs. Stopping criteria for the streamline propagation were a maximum angle of 35° between consecutive steps and a lower threshold of fractional anisotropy of 0.2 ([@ref27]). A streamline was considered a connection between two ROIs if it entered at least one voxel of each ROI. We then computed two different SC estimates: direct SC (dSC) and weighted SC (wSC). dSC was defined as the number of streamlines connecting a given pair of ROIs and represents the number of tracts that connect two ROIs. wSC is weighted with fractional anisotropy (FA) and evaluates the integrity of the structural connection:

$wSC = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}\frac{1}{V_{n}}\sum\limits_{v = 1}^{V_{n}}FA_{n,v}$

where *N* = dSC is the number of streamlines connecting a pair of ROIs, *v* = 1...*V~n~* is the set of voxels that are crossed by a given streamline *n* and *FA*~n,*v*~ is the fractional anisotropy in the voxel *v* of the streamline *n*.

2.7. Statistical analysis {#sec2.7}
-------------------------

To examine the differences between controls and MCIs in spectral power and functional or structural connectivity we used non-parametric Mann--Whitney tests. In all cases, in order to correct for multiple comparisons we followed a permutation approach which was introduced by [@ref35]). First, the original values were 2000 times randomly assigned to the original groups (controls and MCIs) and a Mann--Whitney test was performed for each randomization. Then, the U-value original dataset was compared to the ones obtained with the randomized data. The final p-value was defined as the proportion of permutations with U-values higher than the one in the original data.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. MEG power spectrum {#sec3.1}
-----------------------

Preliminary spectral analyses were carried out to determine whether power spectrum was altered in MCI. MCIs tended to have higher spectral power in the theta band, and lower power in the beta and gamma bands, but no significant differences were obtained. Alpha peak frequency was lower for MCIs than for controls in all ROIs, although differences were only significant for the inferior parietal cortex bilaterally (p \< 0.05).

3.2. Functional connectivity {#sec3.2}
----------------------------

MEG FC networks differed significantly between controls and MCIs in the alpha band, while no differences were found for the delta, theta, beta and gamma bands. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} contains the p-values of the statistical analysis for each link and frequency band. In the alpha band, functional connectivity was lower in the MCI group, especially in links including Pr and IP, as displayed in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. To determine whether volume conduction could be causing these differences, we calculated the correlation between beamforming weights, which is an estimate of source leakage. If two source locations have similar weights (or a high correlation between their weights), the reconstructed time series would be highly correlated. In the opposite case, if two source locations have a low weight correlation but the corresponding reconstructed time series are correlated, it is unlikely that the high correlation results from volume conduction. Beamformer weights did not differ between controls and MCIs in any frequency band, which makes it unlikely that the functional connectivity differences were caused by volume conduction.

3.3. Structural connectivity {#sec3.3}
----------------------------

Streamlines connecting all ROIs were reconstructed with tensorline tractography, yielding a dSC measure. Thousands of streamlines were found between most ROIs (on average over all links and subjects, dSC = 4413 ± 5594 tracts, given as mean ± std). Higher dSC values (\~10^4^) were obtained between pairs of neighboring regions (such as lPr--rPr, lAC--rAC or lPC--rPC). Conversely, lower dSC values were found (\~10^2^) for some long distance connections such as AC--Pr and AC--IP. Small amounts of reconstructed tracts, especially in long connections, can be caused by the inherent limitations of the DTI and tractography techniques: fiber crossing, fanning or kissing impair the accuracy of the tractography. To control for this effect, links between ROIs were not included in the statistical analysis if, for at least three subjects, less than 100 streamlines were reconstructed (dSC \< 100). Following this criterion, the following 8 links were removed from the statistical analysis: lAC--lIP, lAC--rIP, rAC--lIP, rAC--rIP, lAC--rPr, rAC--lPr, lAC--rPC and rAC--lPC. For the remaining links, we compared dSC and wSC (the mean fractional anisotropy along the reconstructed tracts) between controls and MCIs. No differences were found for dSC (p \< 0.05). However, wSC was significantly lower in the MCI group than in the control group (p \< 0.05), especially in links involving IP and PC, as displayed in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. p-Values for each link are included in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.

3.4. Correlation between FC and SC {#sec3.4}
----------------------------------

To determine the relationship between FC and SC, we examined how FC values changed with dSC and wSC for all links and subjects with Spearman correlations, as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. All links between ROIs with dSC \> 100 were used for analyses. FC and dSC were positively correlated in both MCIs (r = 0.68, p \< 10^−5^) and controls (r = 0.69, p \< 10^−5^), and high values of FC corresponded with high dSC values. FC and wSC were not significantly correlated for MCIs (r = 0.03, p = 0.48) or controls (r = --0.01, p = 0.84). For both dSC and wSC, the dependency pattern was similar for controls and MCIs.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, we examined FC and SC within the DMN in a sample of MCI patients and healthy elderly subjects. FC derived from MEG source space reconstruction of resting state data, and SC was extracted from tensorline tractography of DTI images. Three main findings were obtained. Firstly, the DMN was functionally disrupted in the MCI group, specifically in the alpha band, as shown by a decreased FC relative to controls. Secondly, the DMN was also structurally damaged in the MCI group, as indicated by a reduction in fractional anisotropy along the reconstructed white matter pathways connecting DMN regions. Lastly, FC and dSC measures were related, while no significant correlation was obtained for wSC.

The overall results are in line with some previous studies in MCI. Functional disruption of the DMN in MCI has already been reported in fMRI experiments ([@ref1]; [@ref56]). Recent reports indicate that lower FC values relate to a worse performance in cognitive tests, a higher conversion rate from MCI to AD ([@ref6]) or to AD progression ([@ref13]). Thus, FC appears to offer valuable information in the MCI--AD continuum. Using fMRI, [@ref52] observed that FC in the DMN decreased with age along with task performance in a sample of healthy young and old subjects.

Our MEG findings confirm and extend the notion that the DMN is functionally impaired in MCI, and show that this connectivity disruption occurs specifically in the alpha frequency band, while no differences were found in delta, theta, beta or gamma frequency bands. Alpha band alterations are in fact well-known in MCI and they have been shown to relate for instance to the stability of the clinical condition ([@ref2]) or amygdalo--hippocampal atrophy ([@ref39]). Additionally, the alpha band seems to be the most relevant frequency band in the DMN, even in healthy subjects. For instance, [@ref11]) performed an independent component analysis to extract resting state networks from MEG data, and achieved a great similarity for the DMN between fMRI and MEG data filtered in the alpha band. [@ref32]) identified the DMN exclusively in the alpha band using EEG activity during rest and during the performance of a cognitive task, and [@ref37]) demonstrated an interaction between alpha power and fMRI responses in the DMN. For this study, this could imply that the coupling between DMN regions is impaired in MCI in its main working rhythm (alpha), while their connectivity remains unaffected for the other frequency bands.

With regard to SC, anatomical disconnection or loss of white matter integrity (often assessed through fractional anisotropy) has been repeatedly observed in MCI, especially in cingulum fibers ([@ref7]; [@ref31]). These white matter abnormalities have been considered relevant, as they have been associated with performance in neuropsychological tests ([@ref15]) or conversion rate to AD ([@ref17]). We also noted that differences between controls and MCIs in SC were only significant for wSC but not for dSC. This indicates that SC disruption of the DMN in MCI may be mainly attributed to an abnormal structural integrity of tracts rather than to a reduction of the number of streamlines connecting DMN regions. Therefore, fractional anisotropy along reconstructed tracts appears to have a higher sensibility to detect this disruption than the dSC index.

We observed that dSC correlated positively with FC, while no significant correlation was found for wSC and FC. This suggests that the FC measure is more dependent on the amount of tracts connecting two ROIs than on the integrity or FA of these tracts. Other studies had also found positive correlations between SC and fMRI FC in the DMN ([@ref25]; [@ref30]), although this is to our knowledge the first study that combines MEG FC and SC in MCI patients. Additionally, we found that the topographic pattern of network disruption in MCI was similar for FC and SC. FC and SC were reduced in MCI patients in the posterior part of the DMN, particularly affecting links connecting IP with Pr or PC. While FC between the anterior cingulate and the posterior part of the DMN was reduced in MCI, no differences could be seen with SC, although this may be attributed to limitations in the tractography technique ([@ref26]; [@ref28]).

The exact physiological mechanisms that underlie functional and structural disconnections are unknown. However, some bimodal PIB-PET--fMRI studies have provided an insight into the matter: reduced functional connectivity seems to relate to amyloid-β in healthy controls and AD patients ([@ref23]; [@ref54]; [@ref57]). Similar findings have been obtained in transgenic mice with an optical intrinsic signal imaging technique ([@ref4]). The present MEG study provides additional information to this functional disruption seen in MCI: it is strongest in the alpha band. Interestingly, alpha rhythms are especially sensitive to the number of active synapses and firing rate in cortical and thalamic neuronal populations ([@ref5]; [@ref24]), and amyloid-β deposition has been shown to contribute to synaptic loss in AD ([@ref3]; [@ref48]). With regard to the structural white matter abnormalities, although they are often attributed to Wallerian degeneration ([@ref8]), some studies point out that amyloid-β deposition could be involved as well ([@ref53]).

It is important to note that this study is subjected to some methodological and experimental limitations. Firstly, quantifying FC from resting state MEG data is not trivial. Here, we used beamforming for source space reconstruction and amplitude correlation as an FC metric. This amplitude correlation algorithm has a clear drawback: it is sensitive to volume conduction. Other methods such as Phase Lag Index ([@ref58]) overcome this problem since they are not affected by zero-phase lag interactions. However, they have the disadvantage of discarding true zero-phase lag interactions. Given that the amplitude correlation method has been proven to be suitable for reproducing fMRI networks ([@ref10]), we chose this method to assess FC within the DMN network: the DMN was in fact discovered and mainly explored in the fMRI community. However, taking into account that volume conduction could contaminate this FC metric, we used the weight correlation as an estimate of volume conduction to ensure that differences between groups were not caused by this factor. Secondly, quantifying structural connectivity is also a delicate task: tractography techniques are prone to errors, especially when fibers cross, kiss or bend ([@ref26]; [@ref28]). Long distance connections tend to be biased due to error accumulation and are therefore difficult to evaluate. Thus, we decided not to include connections with a small amount of reconstructed fibers into the statistical analysis. Thirdly, we employed anatomically defined ROIs to study the DMN. We relied on the literature and selected 8 ROIs that are commonly included in the DMN, and thereby assumed that these ROIs really form the DMN in our sample. However, it would be interesting to explore the spatial extent of the DMN in an MCI sample with MEG at different frequency bands, possibly with an independent component analysis ([@ref11]; [@ref34]) or combining resting state with task activity ([@ref44]; [@ref61]).

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In conclusion, we studied functional and structural connectivity in the DMN in a sample of MCI patients and healthy controls using resting state MEG and DTI. When compared with the control group, the DMN was functionally disrupted in MCI subjects in the alpha band and also structurally disconnected, as indicated by a reduction in fractional anisotropy in the tracts connecting different DMN regions. The correlations between these two approaches (functional and structural) could indicate that they are dependent and it highlights the importance of white matter integrity in the early stages of the disease. These findings are in agreement with previous fMRI and DTI experiments and indicate that MEG is sensitive to early functional connectivity abnormalities that occur in MCI disease. Thus, cognitive symptoms could be the consequence of an early disruption of structural and functional connections and this would support the idea that a progressive disconnection accompanies AD. Future studies with bigger samples and clinical follow-up would be needed to confirm these results and assess their clinical impact. Additionally, the introduction of classifiers at the individual level would contribute to evaluate the usefulness of structural and functional connectivity in the DMN as a potential biomarker of MCI.
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![Functional connectivity: differences between controls and MCIs in the alpha band. Green links display connections with a significant decrease in MEG functional connectivity in the MCI group (p \< 0.05). ROIs are represented as circles (Pr: precuneus, IP: inferior parietal, PC: posterior cingulate, AC: anterior cingulate, l: left, r: right).](gr1){#f0005}

![Structural connectivity: differences between controls and MCIs. Green links display connections with a significant decrease in weighted structural connectivity (wSC) in the MCI group (p \< 0.05). ROIs are represented as circles (Pr: precuneus, IP: inferior parietal, PC: posterior cingulate, AC: anterior cingulate, l: left, r: right).](gr2){#f0010}

![Relation between structural and functional connectivity. Functional connectivity (FC) as a function of structural connectivity (SC) for all subjects and pairs of ROIs, separately for controls and MCIs (in the left and right columns respectively). The dependence with the direct SC (dSC) is shown in the top row, and the dependence with fractional anisotropy weighted SC (wSC) is shown in the bottom row. The Spearman correlation coefficient between FC and SC is plotted along in each case.](gr3){#f0015}

###### 

Subject characteristics. Data are given as mean ± standard deviation. M = males, F = females, educational level was grouped into five levels: 1: illiterate, 2: primary studies, 3: elemental studies, 4: high school studies, 5: university studies. MMSE = Mini mental state examination score. Controls and MCIs differed in MMSE (p = 0.0012) and educational level (p = 0.03), and did not differ in age (p = 0.39) or sex (p = 0.44).

            *n*   Age (years)   Sex (F/M)   MMSE         Educational level
  --------- ----- ------------- ----------- ------------ -------------------
  Control   31    70.8 ± 4.2    21/10       29.5 ± 0.7   3.5 ± 1.2
  MCI       26    72.5 ± 6.7    15/11       27.7 ± 2.4   2.8 ± 1.3

###### 

Functional and structural connectivity differences between controls and MCIs. p-Values are indicated for each link, after correction for multiple comparisons. Significant p-values (p \< 0.05) are shown in bold. All significant differences corresponded to MCI \< control. For structural connectivity, n.i. indicates that this link was not included in the statistical analysis (Pr: precuneus, IP: inferior parietal, PC: posterior cingulate, AC: anterior cingulate, l: left, r: right).

  Link       Functional connectivity   Structural connectivity                                    
  ---------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ----------- ------ ------ ------ -----------
  lPr--rPr   0.32                      0.40                      0.24        0.29   0.24   0.34   0.06
  lPr--lPC   0.18                      0.19                      0.15        0.12   0.55   0.20   0.10
  lPr--rPC   0.73                      0.56                      0.78        0.37   0.35   0.55   **0.005**
  lPr--lIP   0.44                      0.32                      **0.004**   0.46   0.42   0.65   0.13
  lPr--rIP   0.26                      0.87                      **0.012**   0.19   0.74   0.54   **0.024**
  lPr--lAC   0.68                      0.46                      **0.014**   0.97   0.34   0.35   0.26
  lPr--rAC   0.68                      0.69                      0.08        0.82   0.77   0.72   n.i.
  rPr--lPC   0.23                      0.23                      0.15        0.09   0.16   0.08   0.052
  rPr--rPC   0.99                      0.96                      0.47        0.85   0.85   0.82   0.15
  rPr--lIP   0.87                      0.77                      **0.003**   0.06   0.29   0.29   **0.014**
  rPr--rIP   0.09                      0.21                      **0.002**   0.08   0.72   0.65   0.072
  rPr--lAC   0.18                      0.71                      **0.008**   0.68   0.60   0.18   n.i.
  rPr--rAC   0.82                      0.35                      0.29        0.25   0.59   0.12   0.17
  lPC--rPC   0.75                      0.43                      0.73        0.29   0.42   0.59   **0.007**
  lPC--lIP   0.30                      0.61                      0.45        0.78   0.78   0.93   **0.008**
  lPC--rIP   0.90                      0.99                      **0.004**   0.12   0.89   0.87   **0.029**
  lPC--lAC   0.17                      0.42                      0.30        0.92   0.22   0.89   0.49
  lPC--rAC   0.71                      0.59                      0.07        0.85   0.23   0.25   n.i.
  rPC--lIP   0.36                      0.51                      0.34        0.13   0.38   0.97   **0.002**
  rPC--rIP   0.88                      0.83                      0.09        0.19   0.79   0.89   **0.041**
  rPC--lAC   0.27                      0.22                      **0.003**   0.84   0.38   0.13   n.i.
  rPC--rAC   0.52                      0.97                      0.38        0.85   0.41   0.82   0.75
  lIP--rIP   0.83                      0.58                      **0.009**   0.21   0.32   0.85   0.11
  lIP--lAC   0.54                      0.55                      0.40        0.27   1.00   0.85   n.i.
  lIP--rAC   0.60                      0.51                      0.93        0.29   0.87   0.78   n.i.
  rIP--lAC   0.84                      0.72                      0.06        0.97   0.85   0.08   n.i.
  rIP--rAC   0.30                      0.26                      0.50        0.67   0.65   0.38   n.i.
  lAC--rAC   0.79                      0.74                      0.94        0.98   0.94   0.94   **0.031**
